
Mawa
Flat Box floor lamp LED

Version

bronze

black

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer Mawa

Designer Jan Blieske

Designer 2 Jan Dinnebier

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

voltage suitability 230 - 240 Volt

material aluminum, brass

beam angle 45 degrees

cable color black

cable length 200 cm

dimming Push button dimmer on lamp head

Wattage 15 W

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index >95

Luminous flux in lm 1,200

Color temperature in Kelvin 2,700 extra warm white

lamp stand dimensions ∅ 25 cm

light head dimensions length 16 cm, width 3, height 11 cm

bulb exchange at the manufacturer / at the factory

Dimensions H 152 cm

Description

The Mawa Flat Box floor lamp LED has a lamp head that can be rotated by 365
degrees and swivelled by 90 degrees, so that the light can always be
redirected. The height of the lamp head can be adjusted as desired along the
lamp rod. The lamp has a total height of 152 cm and can be switched and
dimmed via a push button dimmer at the back of the lamp head. The last set
light intensity is saved via memory function and automatically selected again
the next time the lamp is switched on. The Flat Box floor lamp LED is available
in the versions powder-coated black matt and dark bronze. The lamp head
and base each have the matching surface. The light source is an LED with a
colour temperature of 2,700 Kelvin extra warm white and a beam angle of 45
degrees. On request, the floor lamp is also available with 3,000 Kelvin warm
white or 4,000 Kelvin white.
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